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Synopsis: In a near-future called Present (2018–…) the Internet has entered a new era. Driven by
capitalism and market empires, which are themselves hidden by the main great powers, the Internet
and its new extension, the Virtual Big Brain Hub, have bought or terrorised science and appropriated
the quantum vacuum energy in order to push forward human being’s mind intrusion and achieve
definitive, absolute, totalitarian consciousnesses’ control. The Totalitarian Internet develops
principally through three peak waves of massive high-voltage electromagnetic energy propulsion in
quantum vacuum. Not fortuitously, the three abovementioned waves take place during periods of
holiday–climatic anomaly correlation (August 2018, December 2018, and April–May 2019).
Underneath it all and initially (since, some guess, 2015, but the exact year remains unknown)
the Virtual Big Brain Hub has launched a world wide program (« World Wide Soul Entropy Increase
Module », as named in classified information) aiming at making people’s consciousnesses
unconsciously fight against one another. The global consequent damages on human being’s brain,
nervous systems and related behaviours are dramatic and often irreversible: suboccipital area hyper-
tension or paralysis, strong wear of the internal ear and subsequent permanent dizziness and loss of
balance, out-of-control sclerosing hypnosis by numerical screens and contents, hyper-hysterization
along with obsessive individualism and incapacity to perceive other people’s affects (the so-called
« intern-et extreme apathy »). The whole process and consequences are referred to as « cyber-
quantum electroshock bu�onholing », or C-QEB, and is no more than the ultimate outcome of
electroshock experiences and achievements led by the United States of America on human brains,
first in psychiatric asylums after World War II, and later in Southern America (1970–1980’s) and
Middle East (2000’s) areas. Never previously the hunting meaning present in the expression « the
Net » (literarily an object used to catch things) had so strikingly been unveiled. The ultimate goal of
the Totalitarian Internet’s and Virtual Big Brain Hub’s protagonists and designers is to infiltrate and
modify the human DNA via a vacuum information-travelling source code… what would be called Q-
Eugenics.
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The human being landscape having developed in the early 2010’s then turns to extreme dire, seedy
caricature: people cannot displace without facing their smartphone screen, their mental bubble is
reduced to the under-control virtual universe they are connected with, and the sharing of information
and emotions with others in the real world gets close to null. Individual sexuality merges with VR
(Virtual Reality) pornography. In cities, pavement seating areas, avenues and parks are still crowdy
but people neither look at nor talk to one another. In suburbs and countrysides, the lifestyle rule of
« 1 man–1 car » strengthens masses’s isolation and enslavement: dazed and packed in motorways,
people drive at limited and remotely controlled speed in glowing, expensive cars exhibiting more and
more neutral–aggressive shapes, colours, and front beams. The human being has become no more
than a wobbly body whose disabled brain is trapped into a bubble hooked to the upper branches of
the Internet.

Nevertheless, some have passed through and escaped the C-QEB waves either because they had
already turned towards li�le-connected or disconnected lives and/or thanks to resilient neurological
pa�erns or consciousness command practices. They are referred to as « Q-Resistants ». The term
works on two levels: resilience to the Totalitarian Internet’s strikes and at war with it. Part of the Q-
Resistance rationally believes that pop culture’s science-fiction novels, movies or opus, such as 2001,
Space Odyssey or Blade Runner, and all that have followed, are the manifestation of retro-causality in
quantum mechanics: the Future influences the Past, according to what science-fiction would
somehow has been « created » from our Present, and so on. Some Q-Resistants have even turned the
song « Uprising » by Muse (present on the 2009 oddly so-called The Resistance album) into kind of a
military anthem. Moreover and above all, sustainable life and adaptation strategies for Q-Resistants
lies in the concept of the « linked-being » (« être-relié » in French), which was introduced in several
scientific studies of the early 21st century: quantum vacuum must be used for connecting human
consciousnesses. The contemporary war is well beyond the former concept of « cold war »: its is a war
in the void, outside ma�er, opposing virtual networks and computed algorithms to human
consciousness networks and thoughts-conceived acts. Despite the huge power they acquired, leaders
of the Internet underestimated the strength of the human mind in networks; especially it appears
soon that the linked-beings’ thoughts and dreams are more supple and agile in the quantum vacuum
than the algorithms they are facing. Humanists in charge of law inside the Q-Resistance have
declared C-QEB strikes as being akin to genocides and subsequently authorised the killing of a list of
heads of state and company directors, « from the ground or heavens above ». Mark Zuckerberg’s
mind is shot in March 2019, which symbolically represents the first big advance of human
consciousnesses’s networks over the Internet.

On Earth, the geopolitical consequences of the Totalitarian Internet war are devastating. The United
States of America have sank into the most primary trumpness–populism and economically annexed
Europe and Asia; incredibly, previously unseen liberal transoceanic economic and trade agreements
are established. In Europe, all political parties from the moderate left side to the extreme right, i.e.,
the whole European Union reject definitely the idea of receiving the Africa- and Middle-East-
originated migratory fluxes. Thousands of kilometres-long and tens of kilometres-wide high-
technological, lethal barriers are built on the European southern and eastern coasts and margins.
Europe becomes, both externally and internally, the first « Cop-Continent ». The Mediterranean Sea,
the Maghreb and the Middle East turn into immense open-air graveyards, ravaged by civil war and
terror violence. Africa is bleeding to death and, in Southern America, former dictatorships are easily
reestablished since their constitutional basement had never been really erased. Russia is engaged in
double dealing, leading part of the Totalitarian Internet and hiding vast networks of cyber-terrorists
partly supported by the Q-Resistance.

The story follows and depicts the life of groups of Q-Resistants based respectively in Paris, Los
Angeles, and Moscow.
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WordPress.com. 

Well, this is a book project I formulated yesterday. However, I am facing two problems. First, I have never been
good as writing long-text novels, always preferring short story and article formats. Second, since « Internet
war » and « Quantum » are for my relatives keywords indicative of a mania trend, I will probably be
hospitalised before finishing the first chapter. Therefore, if you are a movie director interested in the plot
described above, please contact me personally. LOL. 
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